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The Meaning of Numerology
Our names are much more than just a means of identification or a family relationship.
Our destiny and experiences are written in our names given to us at birth. Numerology is
here to protect, guide and reward those who have the foresight and wisdom to observe
and understand the influences, insight and experiences written in our names.

It has been acknowledged throughout the ages, that names play an essential part in
influencing and directing the destinies of mankind and that they represent experience,
human nature character and divine sanction. The importance of names is frequently
brought out in the Bible. On several occasions the Lord changed the names of his
chosen ones, to represent the duties and services to be carried out. There were times
when a name was chosen even before birth, as in the prophecy of Jesus Christ.

Numerology shows our inherent capabilities and the spiritual commands hidden in our
names and the number comprising them. It is often called the blueprint of the soul.
Pythagoras gave life to Numerology by applying mathematical formulas to the name,
which reveals the ultimate life goal of the person bearing the name.

Deep in the heart of everyone lies the dreams of riches, self-actualization and spiritual
evolvement. The way is there and hidden in each person's name. Numerology will help
you discover it.

The Meaning of Birth Force
Everybody wants to know the secret of how to be successful. To be assured of one's
future, right from the start in the business world, is a dream almost to good to be true.
This can happen for you, right now if you understand. On the day you were born, a
record of what you are like, what you have to offer the world, your talents and abilities
were outlined. The Birth Force is what you came here to experience.

If your parents had read this valuable record, much anxiety and uncertainty could have
been spared. They would have had the understanding required to direct and guide you,
to help you achieve your inherent goals. The Birth Force is a great tool to use when
choosing a career. It tells you what you are fitted to do. It's your innate resource of
talents and abilities that you can draw upon as you go forth to meet the responsibility of
your Destiny, as shown by your name at birth. Even though the Birth Force and Destiny
numbers are different in purpose and meaning, they work together. If you have
confidence in yourself and your natural abilities that come from your Birth Force, and
work toward the goals of your Destiny influence, you will surely achieve success. By
knowing yourself you will avoid feelings of insecurity. The rule for figuring the Birth
Force is to add up the numbers of the month, day, and the year you were born and
reduce them to a single digit.

Your Number 3 Birth Force
Hillary, your birth date 10/26/1947, makes you creative, artistic, imaginative, and possess

deep emotional feeling and inspiration. You have a natural gift to express yourself in
words and the use of this capability could bring financial possibilities.

Friendship and social standing will come to you through your ability to entertain and
inspire others. Many entertainers are found with the number three birth force, as they are
bright, sparkling people, with a highly optimistic attitude.

You are very conscious of other people's feelings and emotions, and have a natural
ability to brighten up bad situations. Hillary, you generally have a cheerful and happy
disposition, and are naturally accommodating and helpful to those in need. Freedom is
very important to the number three, and the confines of a home or office are not easily
accepted. You have a very expressive artistic ability, and are social, outgoing and
creative.

You have the desire to do things on a large scale and have good intuition to guide you.
Be careful not to let your emotions drive you in the wrong direction or influence your
optimistic outlook. Beware of frivolous spending and spreading yourself to thin.
Understand your ambitions and carry them out, but avoid going too far, or letting your
emotions get the best of you.

Hillary, you are very sensitive and should avoid withdrawing into yourself when hurt or
criticized. At times you can be critical of others also, and consciously or not, can become
self-centered and selfish which can cause problems in your relationships. You have
excellent powers of attraction and if you are not getting the most out of life, you should
look to yourself for the reasons why. You can change your luck at any time by putting
your imagination to work.

There is opportunity for you in all fields of artistic endeavors, writing, entertainment,
fashion, religious activities, and psychic pursuits. Any position that offers lack of
routine, freedom of expression, feeling and emotion and the stimulation of meeting new
people will be of interest to you.

The Meaning of the Hearts Desire
Has anyone ever said to you, "Why don't you think like I do?" This remark, instead of
influencing you, may have annoyed you to the point of wanting to do something
completely different.

If everyone acted and thought alike, there would be no incentive to grow and develop,
create or carry on. Instead, there would be no progress and no fun in living; complete
boredom. Man's link in the chain of divine activity and divine principle is the right to
constructive self-expression. We are born free souls and must grow and live in ever
increasing attunement and beauty from within. Only then can we be true to our divine
privileges, and our fellow man.

The Heart's Desire is one of the most important numbers in Numerology. It is found from
the letters a-e-i-o-u in the name at birth. The Heart's Desire number will help you discover
what it is you desire to be, or do.

The urge of the Heart's Desire is so strong, that at times it overrules all other traits of
character; even those of the Birth Force and Destiny. At other times it may lie dormant
and be repressed by circumstances until suddenly awakened, it becomes active with a
surprising force, changing all well-organized plans for work and success. This inner seed
of self-expression is within every person. However, not all people hear or stop to listen to
the call of the soul's command and fail to gain from its life-giving energies.

If you are thinking about joining another in a domestic relationship or business affair, it
is wise to know the inner nature of your loved one or associate. Even though you may
have a lot in common, there will probably come a time when the inner nature of the other
person (or your own) comes to the surface. This may come as a surprise, if you are not
prepared, and may cause problems. However, if you are prepared, it could bring a deeper
understanding and greater happiness.

The nature of the Heart's Desire never changes. In the background, the urge of man's
soul is quietly taking part in his desires, interests and affairs. To summarize, the Heart's
Desire is: What the individual values most, personal likes and dislikes, methods and
ways of looking at things, the way the true character will be expressed, the ambition and
incentive, the soul's longing, the individuality and the inner urge.

Your Number 5 Hearts Desire
Hillary, you want variety, change, and constant new opportunities in your life, with
personal freedom in every direction. You will not submit to routine or detail, and will not
be hampered by the conventions or ideas of others.

What is going on in the world interests you, and you desire to be a part of it in some way.
You will seek an opportunity to express yourself through groups or public activity, as
you are enthusiastic and enjoy life.

The exciting and unexpected stimulate you more then the ordinary activities of everyday
existence. You are considerate of others, but at the same time are independent in
thought and action, and insist upon the right to live your own life and follow your own
ideals. Hillary, you are not at your best when forced to remain in the same place for too
long, and become easily bored if routine takes over your work.

Change things from time to time and include the new, different and exciting, to give your
life variety and spice. If you lack variety and freedom, you may become discontent, which
could cause you to act in a hasty or impulsive manner. If you learn to recognize this
unrest, you can turn it into worthwhile resourcefulness and action, instead of impatience,
and develop an amazing power to accomplish things. You are ambitious and want to
succeed, but should avoid scattering your energies and taking on more then you can

handle. Too much variety and change can result in a lack of concentration and
application. Then nothing is accomplished. If you feel yourself getting irritable or
restless, take a trip, buy something new, or make some constructive change, which will
improve your work or environment. Be careful not to criticize others, or tear things down
for the sake of change, as your own impatience and restlessness may be at fault. Keep in
touch with what is going on in the world. Value your resourcefulness, and claim your
freedom, but keep in mind that freedom does not mean being unconventional or breaking
the standards of living. It does mean living a fuller, richer life and helping others to do
the same.

Number fives love to travel, seek many varied interests, and are able to adapt to almost
any type of situation. They are progressive, emotional, intellectual, versatile, and often
spiritual. All fives need to cultivate a steady purpose, patience and loyalty.

The Meaning of the Destiny
"What are my chances for success in this life and what does life hold in store for me?"
These are questions asked again and again by intelligent people, searching to find
themselves and their right place in life.

Written in the symbols of your name at birth, is the story of what you were born to do. It
tells the part you will play on the stage of life, now and in the future. Life is not a matter
of chance and uncertainty.

Every name given at birth is unique. It contains a divine promise and divine command of
personal privilege and opportunity. In return, it demands a promise, to keep faith with the
purpose written on the Destiny scroll of the name. It is a spiritual awakening to know
what your name means.

Your Destiny requirements are not always easy to meet. They may include undesirable
experiences you do not understand. However, as you flow with these experiences, you'll
eventually swing into the full tide of accomplishments you were destined for and will
experience the wonderful satisfaction of fulfilling your purpose in life.

The exact name given to you at birth tells this story. All other names, signatures,
nicknames, changes of names or married names are but channels through which the
Destiny is expressed and worked out. You may not be fully in performance at first, but if
you keep trying, you will find it easy and finally gain the success, love and repeated
rewards your name has promised you.

The Destiny number is found by adding all the letters in the name given at birth. It is your
field of opportunity, your life's purpose. It is what must be given of yourself to others and
to life and what you must live up to in this lifetime. Your Destiny will tell you the
environment you require and the kind of people you need to surround yourself with. It
also explains the spiritual mission to which you have been appointed. Don't read it as
"what you are", read it "what you must do".

Throughout your lifetime, the Destiny requirements remain the same. They can never be
neglected. Many experiences brought about through your Destiny number will test your
willingness to be true to the purpose of your birth.

Your Number 6 Destiny
Hillary, you are the "humanitarian" and it is your destiny to be of service to the world.
Your mission in life is to comfort the weak, suffering and unhappy. Your personal
happiness and success will depend upon how much good you can do and upon the
sympathy and love you have to give to those who ask for it or need it.

Out in the world and at home, duty will follow you down life's pathway. You should not
sacrifice your life for duty however, for the world looks to you to maintain its ideals of
truth, justice, service and charity. Your destiny is also an artistic one, and part of your
life's work is to beautify this world of ours.

If you wish to get the reward of honor which your name destines you to, the ideals of
love and companionship, beauty and harmony, must be incorporated into everything you
do. Nature and mankind, homes, gardens and flowers should spring into beauty at your
touch.

You are a teacher too, and must keep the golden rule of truth and justice before the
hearts and minds of people. When trouble knocks at another's door, give a helping hand
and don't compromise with your ideals at any time. By being true to your destiny, you
will find yourself surrounded by comfort and luxury, love, and a happy home life.

You should join with those who are also working to serve humanity. Poets, dreamers,
actors, singers, musicians, doctors and nurses should be among your friends. Your own
talents will be awakened when you join activities having to do with theater, radio, interior
decorating, flowers, art, gardens, music, building of homes and along the lines of
literature. Welfare work, religious activities, all lines of race education-especially those
dealing with children and the helpless, give you special interest and open your field of
usefulness.

Opportunity also as a teacher, writer, dealer in food or home necessities, restaurant or
tea-room manager, hotel executive, professional guardian, mothers helper, or matron.

It is important for all six's to have a position of trust and responsibility. They can
regulate, adjust and harmonize. They are successful in all occupations having to do with
projects or institutions to improve material, educational or civil conditions. They are
concerned with the training of the young, the care of the old, and the improvement of the
entire community.

The Meaning of the Personality

The personality will open many doors of opportunity when it's understood and made part
of the character. It should be the channel through which the true character is expressed.
An individual's personality does not represent the inner nature, nor is it the true self.
Instead, it's the outer self; what you present when meeting others in business or social
situations. There is a strong tendency to judge people by their personality. This can lead
to many misunderstandings. A pleasing personality may cover up talent, weaknesses;
even sincerity and honesty. On the other hand, a person with good abilities and
character may be overlooked because of a dull or unattractive personality. The individual
is quite often unaware of these mannerisms. As the person gets older, these traits
become habits and may be very difficult to change. When attempting to get ahead in the
world, it's important to combine the meaning of the personality number, to the talents of
the birth force, and the more powerful urge of the heart's desire. This will allow for true
character building. Since the personality is the way we express ourselves, it's important
to be in harmony with this number when expressing ourselves. The personality number
is found by adding all the consonants in the name given at birth, and reducing them to a
single digit.

Your Number 3 Personality
The number three personality is easy to talk to and generally friendly. Because of its
artistic nature, the three likes to wear fancy clothing with bows and ribbons, as well as
jewelry.

The number three should not wear extreme styles or overdress, but should be
attractively dressed and wear clothing of good material.

Hillary, your imagination pictures you as attractive, popular and sought after. You see
yourself expressing in art forms, shedding happiness and beauty wherever you go. All
your doings and sayings are applauded and you always have an appreciative audience.

The Meaning of the Reality
We all hope for security in the final stage of life. Some people prepare and plan for this
period, while others avoid even thinking about it. The Reality number should be kept in
mind your entire life. It explains the influences that will affect you during the final stage
of life.

Your life was outlined the day you were born. If the Reality number is taken into
consideration early in life, the latter days can be as successful, enjoyable, interesting
and secure as any other time in life. This is one more thing to take into consideration to
help guide you. It is found by adding your Destiny number to your Birth Force.

The Reality number's influence is very subtle. Many people are unaware of its persuasive
presence. In young children, it is very noticeable in their personal interests and by the
way they act. However, the demands of the Destiny number, personal ambitions and the
need to earn a living take over and the Reality number is forced into the background. But
it is always there and comes to the surface as the years pass by. The Reality number

gives a new perspective to old age. It is no longer something to be feared.

Your Number 9 Reality
The realization of the "brotherhood of man," and service to mankind, are the rewards for
the number nine reality in the latter days of life.

Part of the victory is to rise above the fears and jealousies of mankind.

The world of art, drama, beauty, and literature in all its forms, give financially and
personal reward.

The Meaning of the Karmic Lessons
The numbers missing in the name at birth, indicate experiences avoided, or handled
negatively in the past. The ultimate goal is to include all of the vibrations in a balanced
quantity. When this is accomplished, the obligation for reincarnation no longer exists,
and we will move on to the next stage of evolution. Those who have many numbers
missing have many karmic lessons to learn. Don't fear these; it is what you came here to
work on. By accepting and realizing the necessity of our lessons, we will have an easier
time learning them. If we fear it, it's only because we are ignorant of the advantages it
can bring us. Don't wait for life to teach you about it or you we may first experience its
more difficult side. Accept it consciously and willingly and you may benefit from and
even enjoy the experiences it brings about. If you find that the characteristics of your
Karmic lessons don't seem to fit, it's possible you have already made up your Karma.

The missing number or numbers may appear elsewhere in the chart as in the Destiny,
Heart's Desire or the Birth Force. This may cushion the Law of Karma, but you still need
to experience the vibrations of these numbers until compensation is made and the karma
is erased.

Many Ones Lesson
Many ones in the name shows strong opinions, and the ability to influence others.
However, you could become fixed in your ideas. Individuals with many ones will probably
possess leadership qualities and a strong sense of determination. You may be
aggressive and have a large supply of vital energy.

None/Few Twos Lesson
No twos or few twos may show carelessness to details, lack of adaptability, an
unwillingness to cooperate, and a lack of consideration for others. These individuals
often lack the ability or desire to pay attention to detail and patience is not one of their
virtues. Small things may be overlooked or neglected, and there is a tendency to
disregard time and appointments. Life will force the individual with no or few twos into
situations where nothing can be achieved without great patience and attention to detail.

They will be obliged to mix with others and will need to use tact, diplomacy and
friendliness to accomplish their purpose. They may prefer to work alone, but will find
themselves in need of help. Often the urge to make up the karma produces a desire for
collection. Without this urge, however, everything slips away, and nothing is saved.

Average Threes Lesson
One three in a name is average; however, two threes are not uncommon. The number
three gives the ability to express the feelings and ideas into written or spoken words. It
represents enthusiasm, imagination and creative talent. It is a happy number and likes to
do big things. It has the ability to visualize the end from the beginning, and gives a great
deal of personal feeling and self-importance.

Many Fours Lesson
Two or more four's in the name adds the aptitude to know the value of concrete plans.
The practical tendencies are intensified and concentration is very good, with the ability
to build and put ideas into form and to understand details.

Individuals with many four's in their name generally have a strong sense of values, a
willingness to work, and a love of form. However, they can also show stubbornness and
narrow-mindedness. The ability to establish practices of a lasting nature is present, as
with all four's.

Many Fives Lesson
Many fives in the name give way to a restless nature, an interest in too many things and a
lack of application. The tendency is also to move suddenly from one interest or line of
work to another, without completing either the work or the task at hand. Individuals with
many fives in their name would do well in a line of business that would bring them into
contact with the public and people in general. There is opportunity through all types of
salesmanship and through civil and legal activities. Unless their home life is filled with a
great deal of variety and interesting people, they are not generally domestically inclined.
They must guard against being critical of others.

Average Sixes Lesson
The number six loves luxuries and the comfortable things of life, the home and the
beautiful. It has a willingness to take responsibility and a keen sense of right and wrong.
It is the number of the idealist, the humanitarian, the teacher, the physician and the one
who is interested in children and welfare work. One six in a name will give these
qualities.

Average Sevens Lesson
One seven in the name will give the quality of analysis, observation, investigation and a
demanding to know the reason why. It provides good judgement and the ability to look

under the surface, with a sense of perfection and intuitive perceptions. The number
seven is often missing in a person's name.

Many Eights Lesson
An individual with many eights, (even two eights), can show too much drive to
accomplish plans or work, and too much energy is spent striving after money and
position. They are generally in an executive position and are an authority in some area.
They may have literary ability and make fine judges of character. An individual with many
eights in their name may find life hard, with many personal tests and frustrations.

Many Nines Lesson
The individual with many nines in their name will show humanitarianism,
impressionability, emotionalism, generosity and artistic ability. They can sometimes lack
emotional balance or practical direction, and can be difficult to reason with. They are
usually forgiven because of the generosity that is in their nature. Many nines can make
the individual moody or overly sensitive, and he should watch his physical health.

The Meaning of the Personal Year
The Personal Year number is one of the most important and useful numbers in
Numerology.

Every year brings its own number. This number reveals the circumstances that will be
encountered during the current year. The Personal Year number shows how to get the
most from the experiences during a particular year, how to direct personal affairs and
how to avoid trouble.

The Personal Year number does not stand-alone. It is a supporting and directing force,
year by year. It does, however, make its own demands and has its own identity for each
year of life.

Knowing how the cycles of life influence us can give us answers to many of our
problems. At the start of a new cycle there is a strong desire to be up and doing, to move
ahead and begin new things. There is new motivation and a strong impulse to get things
done. As a cycle comes to an end, there is a desire to be done with things, or situations.

Throughout life, everyone is confronted with these beginnings and endings. It is only
when we fear change and fail to move ahead that distress and hardships continue. The
Personal Year number has many interesting things to tell and one can benefit a great
deal by taking advantage of this number.

The rule for finding the Personal Year number is to add the digit of your month and the
digit of your day of birth to the sum digit of the current year.

Your Number 9 Personal Year
This is your year for completion. Many of your affairs will be brought to a head this year;
completing a cycle of experience that began nine years ago, preparing you for a new nine
year life cycle. Hillary, you will need to get your affairs in order this year, to make way for
the new beginnings of next year. You will feel the need to discard the old and make way
for the new. It is important that you be through with things that have no further value,
nothing should be carried forward that can be left behind.

At times during the year, you may feel alone and held back, feeling unable to keep things
moving in a steady manner. Allow life the opportunity to help you out, and keep in mind
that although your plans and goals can be born now, they may not be fully carried out
until next year, when your new cycle begins.

This is a good year for study and contemplation, and a time to look within for the inner
spirit. Cultivate writing and music, nature and the arts. Express your love and
compassion to all. If you are tolerant/ loving and compassionate, you will be rewarded
with love and understanding.

This is a friendship year, and you must be willing to sacrifice yourself materially and
sometimes emotionally for others. You may also feel the need to get away from it all and
commune with nature. Keep a close eye on your health and do not overwork, as you have
much to do next year.

If a person or condition in your life desires freedom, let it go. This will be for your own
good, and is clearing the way to your future happiness. Keep your interests of a
universal nature, and avoid being small or personal in your thoughts and actions. Much
of your success this year will depend on what you do for others.

This can be one of the most satisfying and rewarding years of your life, filled with love,
happiness and achievement.

The Meaning of the Essence
Each letter that makes up the Essence describes the nature of events to be met during
that particular period of time. The Essence is under the direction of the Pinnacle and
guided by the Personal Year. All letters and numbers represent the actual experiences
taking place.

When the Essence is understood and used as a tool, you can anticipate the events and
challenges sure to be encountered during that particular time frame. A bridge to the
future is established, creating awareness, which provides the opportunity to encounter
situations with knowledge and insight.

When the group of letters that make up your Essence seem hard, don't read it negatively.
Remember - all numbers and letters are good and represent privilege and opportunity in
their own special way. Understanding the Essence will help you to find the best way to
walk life's path, while under that influence. Difficult periods occur in every one's life, but
by knowing what to expect and how to take advantage of the opportunities present or
seemingly hidden in each letter and number, life can become a pleasure and a victory.

Your Number 5 Essence For Full Year
The number Five Essence is a progressive period. Unexpected events and changes are
likely but should be beneficial in the long run. This is a time to move forward. Accept the
opportunity to gain more freedom. Prepare for new experiences and be creative in all
undertakings. This is an active period; it brings new contacts, worldly interests, public
activity and travel.

A sudden event which may at first cause you confusion and doubt may clear the way for
progress. When you welcome change, new and exciting aspects of life will be evident.
This is a period of excitement and social activity. Be careful not to have too many things
going at once, as this could scatter your energies and lead confusion or loss. Anxiety
and impatience can defeat the purpose of this period and cause problems. Avoid
disputes that could delay the progress and freedom this period represents.

A Five Essence continually provides the opportunity to move forward, or to break free
from old conditions. It takes down boundaries and limitations, but at the same time
demands order and attention to rules and regulations.

The Meaning of the Pinnacle
The Pinnacles are well-defined paths which indicate the direction of experience during
the individuals four periods of life. They are instructive and protective.

When the Pinnacles are realized and understood, they can be prepared for ahead of time,
and the heights of attainment indicated by each Pinnacles number can be fully reached
and utilized. It is sometimes hard to account for the sudden changes or unexpected
conditions that take place in our lives. We may suddenly change our associations, line of
work, or complete lifestyle. When we realize, however, that change means progress, we
then have a chance to succeed. These changes are revealed to us by the Pinnacles and
will operate regardless of any other numbers on our birth chart.

No one can escape the Pinnacles or the valuable experience gained by them. The
signposts hold true for the aware, as well as the common individual. The aware, however,
welcome these experiences and realize that through change there is growth, while the
ordinary man calls them fate and may not see the true purpose behind the experiences.

The first Pinnacle is very personal and begins when we are born representing the spring

of life.

The second Pinnacle moves quickly by, having a period of nine years. It represents the
summer of life; a time for family and responsibility.

The third Pinnacle also covers a period of nine years, and represents the more mature
states of mind. It is the middle age, and covers the autumn of human experience.

The fourth Pinnacle represents the winter of life, and will continue until the end of our
earthly existence. It is during this time that we can cultivate the experiences of the past
for opportunity and success and should work for the human and spiritual welfare of
mankind.

Each characteristic of the Pinnacle should be utilized to its fullest and be recognized as a
period of development, progress, and growth. The rule for figuring the Pinnacles is as
follows:

First Pinnacle - The sum of the digits of the month and the digits of the day of birth.

Second Pinnacle - The sum of the digits of the day and the digits of the year of birth.

Third Pinnacle - The addition of these two numbers. (First and Second Pinnacles)

Fourth Pinnacle - The sum of the digits of the month and the digits of the year of birth.

The rule for timing the Pinnacles is as follows:

Start with the number 36. From the number 36, subtract the number of the Birth Force.
This will give you the period of time the first Pinnacle is active, and tells at what age it's
influence will end.

Next, add nine years to the age the first Pinnacle ended. This is the period of time the
second Pinnacle is influential.

Add nine years again to the age the second Pinnacle ended. This will be the period of
time the third Pinnacle is in effect.

The fourth Pinnacle will be in affect from the end of the third Pinnacle until death.

First Pinnacle 9 Birth to 33

Any individual working under a nine Pinnacle would be expected to show a great deal of
tolerance and compassion for the "brotherhood of mankind". The number nine can be a
difficult Pinnacle to live up to, unless the character is well developed and these thoughts
and feelings are already in the make-up of the individual. It is not always easy to express
love and tolerance in this somewhat confusing and hectic world.

If the lessons of compassion and tolerance have not been learned by the time a nine
Pinnacle is completed, great disappointment will be realized.

This is not a time for personal recognition, as the number nine represents all people,
religions, and civilizations. If the principles of the nine are expressed, then success and a
full life are assured. On the other hand, the number nine can be a very unhappy Pinnacle
if desires are totally for ones self, or if there is resentment towards others.

A number nine as a first Pinnacle may mean that a career, marriage, or love affair may
end with some regret or sorrow. Number nine is also the number of completion. This
ending may be a blessing though, because it can remove from life things that are no
longer needed for the progress and growth of the individual. These losses should be
forgotten, because the number nine Pinnacle will bring something better and more
rewarding, if the individuals feelings and thoughts are for universal good.

The number nine is constantly testing the character of an individual for their degree of
tolerance, generosity, and compassion of the higher forces of existence. However, it also
assists and rewards in every possible way.

The individual with a number nine second or third Pinnacle, may have many emotional
experiences, which will probably develop their ideals.

As a final Pinnacle, the number nine can provide great opportunities to do remarkable
work in the world along the lines of the chosen talents.

On any Pinnacle, the number nine's goals should be high and for the good of all
mankind. The individual should guard against narrow-mindedness, and instead bring
true love and tolerance to all undertakings.

Second Pinnacle 11 From 33 to 42
When the number one appears on any Pinnacle, it will force the individual to forge ahead,
and stand on his or her own feet. This is the number of individuality, leadership, and
executive ability.

If this is a first Pinnacle, it may be a hard period, as this individual may not be ready to
meet life with initiative and force, and may rebel from the hard experiences which must
be met to bring out the powers of executive ability and leadership. It's possible the

younger person on a number one Pinnacle has too much self-importance or is too
headstrong, showing a great deal of egotism, and in turn resists direction. The younger
person may be hard to understand or direct, until they can focus their talents in the right
direction.

If the number one is found on any Pinnacle, it will force the individual to act and think for
themselves; to stand up and face life. With women, this can sometimes be quite sudden
or unexpected, but at the same time there is opportunity to move ahead and develop
talents.

If the number one is found on a second or third Pinnacle, it is an indication of new
beginnings and an opportunity to make use of personal ideas.

The number one as a final Pinnacle may present the opportunity to put the ideas
developed during other Pinnacle periods to work. Unexpressed desires may also be
carried out at this time, and there is opportunity to be at the head of business or social
undertakings.

This is a forceful period and at times it can be a difficult period of life, as it demands
courage and determination. A number one on any Pinnacle is sure to bring activity,
change, independence and individuality.

Third Pinnacle 2 From 42 to 51
The number two as a first pinnacle may make a younger person seem unable to grasp
things or overly sensitive. Parents who are aware of this can help the individual by
establishing good associations and providing a good solid education. They should also
be aware of the younger persons abilities and talents, and of the sensitive forces that are
operating at this time.

The number two on any pinnacle means partnerships and associations, and brings
involvement with people either in home or in business. It is not a time for independence,
but rather a time to prove the ability to get on well with others.

The person in a two pinnacle may have to learn sharing, cooperation, patience, and a
consideration of others. There is often a feeling for details, and a fine statistical ability.

The number two on any pinnacle must guard against difficulties in associations,
partnerships, and friendships. Quarrels and separations can arise if cooperation is not
maintained.

In any two pinnacle, there may be a breaking of an association and a spiritual lesson to
be learned. Individuals may turn to religion or spiritual work, and there is also
opportunity through unusual lines of activity.

On any two pinnacle, a major change in the life almost always ends up for the better, as it
deepens the understanding of the individual and of the rights of others. It can be an
excellent pinnacle, bringing warmth, friends, a happy marriage, and close associations.

Fourth Pinnacle 4 From 60 to Death
The number four as a first pinnacle often finds the younger person responding to
practical and serious ideas, and often the individual will find work early in life.

The number four is the number of order, system, and application. It is the builder,
seeking results of a concrete nature. By placing facts and ideas in their proper order, the
number four has the ability to manage and direct.

The work of the four pinnacle generally lays a good solid foundation for the future;
however, there is usually much hard work and may be economic problems. On any four
pinnacle, the individual must work for system, management, and organization, to get the
desired results. However, this could very well be the perfect opportunity to put the plans
and ideas only dreamed of in the past into concrete form during this four pinnacle.

This is not a leisure time, however, and any character not willing to face the practical
aspects of life may find that economical management and endeavor cannot be avoided.

During a four pinnacle, it may be the first time to experience the opportunity to work,
build, and get results in a serious and worthwhile manner.

This is a period of intense work, but it is also a very good time to build solid foundations,
and the desires and results will come through continued effort and application.

The Meaning of the Challenge
The number appearing in the Challenge may also appear in other parts of your chart. If it
does appear other places and again in the Challenge, there is more required of the
individual, in the nature of the Challenge number. It is necessary to incorporate the
nature of this number into your everyday affairs and use it to round out your character.
This will greatly assist you in your quest for success and happiness.

If the number of the Challenge is not found in other areas of the chart, it is even more
important that the characteristics of this number be made a constructive part of your
character.

As you observe your Challenge, you will be surprised at how often it appears in your
everyday affairs. Even friends, family and business associates, who surround you, will

have in their nature your Challenge number.

The rule for figuring the Challenge is as follows:

First Challenge - Subtract the digits of the month of birth and the day of birth from each
other.

Second Challenge - Subtract the digits of the day of birth and year of birth from each
other.

Third Challenge - Subtract the first and second challenge from each other.

Fourth Challenge - Subtract the digit of the month of birth from the digit of the year of
birth. (Always subtract the smaller number from the larger number.)

The Challenge follows the same timing as the Pinnacles.

First Challenge 7 Birth to 33
The number Seven Challenge may bring a feeling of aloneness and separation, this must
be overcome. The Seven Challenge must dig down and bring its understanding,
knowledge and gift of knowing in a special way, to the surface for the good of the world.
There is usually a big test or repression in life and affairs; this is sometimes too much
pride, and a reserve which holds the feeling hidden and underneath the surface. The
Challenge may be something that has happened in the family life or in its own life, which
is kept hidden or which is considered an embarrassment. The Seven Challenge should
forgive and forget and meet the barriers by being more real and natural, but also through
cultivating the powers of analysis and discrimination within your nature. The ability to
know the real from the false in business, work or in association is an asset and a source
of power. The Seven Challenge wants much. It can attract the best in life when it takes
the time to study, learn and perfect its skills in the technical, educational and specialized
fields.

Second Challenge 5 From 33 to 42
The number Five Challenge becomes a fine asset when working in public view.
Especially if it allows for promotion, travel, publicity and contact with crowds or large
groups. However when the restless nature of the Five is allowed to dominate real
satisfaction from accomplishments may never be reached, especially if criticism and
strong dislikes are allowed to develop.

The number Five Challenge will bring a deep desire for personal freedom, which can
bring about resentment and impatience, primarily when the desire to be elsewhere is
thwarted. The desire to escape responsibility can cause mistakes in the selection of

place and associations.

To achieve success, make use of quick perception, resourcefulness and interest in life.
Avoid restlessness, which can defeat you. A Five Challenge does not like to be confined.
It needs new contacts and new places from time to time, but also clings to old traditions.

Third Challenge 2 From 42 to 51
Fourth Challenge 2 From 51 to Death
The number two challenge is one of the most commonly found, for the quality of
sensitiveness is natural to the human race. It is a very fine characteristic. Without it,
response to the fitness of things would be lacking and the course rude phrases of life
would predominate. When hyper sensitiveness is allowed to take over, it can represent
fear, timidity, or lack of self-confidence and can be a source of deep suffering. A feeling
of subordination often prevents success and gives a tendency to be unduly influenced
by what others think or say. Sensitiveness represents intelligence and undertaking of
finer relationships of life. It is only when it is allowed to become hurt feelings, jealousies
and fear of people that it is negative. The number two challenge should value its natural
talent for relating facts, perfecting details and for knowing what is correct and right. The
cultivation of harmony and decorum gives self-confidence and the feeling of usefulness.
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Birth Name
Section
Value
Birth Force
3
Hearts Desire
5
Destiny
6
Personality
3
Reality
9
Personal Year
9
Essence
5
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Karmic Lessons
Number
Value
Ones
Many
Twos
None/Few
Threes
Average
Fours
Many
Fives
Many
Sixes
Average
Sevens
Average
Eights
Many
Nines
Many
Pinnacles & Challenges
Age
Pinnacle Challenge
Birth to 33
9
7
33 to 42
11
5
42 to 51
2
2
51 to Death
4
2
Cycles of Life
Age
Cycle
Birth to 25
1
25 to 52
8
52 to Death
3
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